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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study a model for N interacting biological species which are described by 
age-dependent densities. The model accounts both for species which either live in symbiosis or 
compete for common resources, or such that some species are hunted by other ones. We study the 
basic questions of existence, boundedness and local stability for the solutions of the system under 
consideration. While the approach follows the pattern of Gurtin and McCamy [1], the results 
obtained, as pointed out by the referees, are very closely related to those of Webb [2] where use 
is made of nonlinear semigroups. 
We intend to generalize the results of Venturino [3] by considering nonlinear interactions. Let 
us remark that the basic feature which distinguishes Ref. [3] from other age-dependent 
predator-prey models, lies in how the effect of the interaction on the predators is accounted for. 
In the classical model, [e.g. 4, 5], it is assumed that preys are converted into newborns. In Ref. 
[3] the reward for the predators is represented by a term which decreases the mortality. We tacitly 
assumed that the new function remains of positive sign, i.e. it is still a mortality. In this way it 
retains the effect of decreasing the predator density while no newborns of nonzero age are 
introduced. 
It is interesting to compare the above discussion with the model proposed in Section 5.1 of Ref. 
[2], where the mortalities for both species are assumed to be age independent, i.e. corresponding 
to a harsh environment. They are split into two parts, the former, #ij (Pi), intrinsic to the species, 
the latter I~j(Pj) depending on the total population size of the other species, for i , j  = 1, 2. In the 
case of the predators, i = 1, the latter is assumed to be a positive decreasing function. However, 
this is equivalent to the model described in Ref. [3] with the exception that age is not taken into 
account. Indeed one can easily see that redefining the intrinsic mortality to be #I,(P0 +/z12(0), the 
effect of the term /~2(P2) for P2 > 0 is to reduce the mortality rate of the predators, since 
#,2(P2) - -  ~u12(O) < 0.  
Here we want to combine the above assumptions together with those of the classical models by 
letting both the maternity and mortality functions for each species be influenced by all the other 
species. The necessary assumption will of course be that these modified mortalities retain positive 
signs so that they will never generate newborns of positive age. The modifications increase or 
decrease ach species density according to the type of interaction with other species. Similar 
remarks hold for the maternities as well. 
The paper is organized as follows. The basic definitions and assumptions are presented in Section 
2. We turn then to the analysis of the local existence. In Section 4 the questions of boundedness 
and global stability are addressed. Finally, in Section 5 we study the stability of the system. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE MODEL 
Let xi(a, t), i = 1 . . . . .  N, represent the densities of the N populations under study. They are 
assumed to be of compact support with respect o age at any given time t. This ensures that the 
population sizes are well-defined: 
fo Xi(t)  = xi(a, t) da. (1) 
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The birth rates can then be defined: 
f0 :~C' Be(t) = x,(O, t) = Bi(a, X(t))xi(a, t) da, (2) 
where Bi represents he maternity function for the ith species. The model for the interactions i  then 
given by the following system of partial differential equations: 
#~ + ~a + p~(a, X(t))x~(a, t) = 0. (3) 
The initial conditions of the problem are given by 
x~(a, O) = ¢pi(a). (4) 
A few remarks are in order here. The model is general enough to account for species which 
cooperate, or for predator-prey models, or for common competitors. 
The maternity and mortality functions are assumed to be continuous and nonnegative on 
lt~ + x (R+) N. As specified above, we assume that both maternity and mortality for species i are 
influenced by the population size of every species in the model. Moreover, for every multiindex 
~, 0 ~< [~[~ P for some P, the maternity and mortality are bounded above, as functions of 
X e (~+)N, together with their mixed partial derivatives 
i=1 . . . .  ,N. 
~X ~' ~X =' 
As functions of age, the maternity is usually taken to be a sort of F-function, while the mortality 
being a failure rate, for a ./a0, is a nondecreasing function of age, for some a0, possibly a0 -- 0. 
However, in the absence of a specific assumption on a maximum attainable age, the technical 
assumption that this increasing failure rate is bounded above has to be made. 
3. LOCAL EXISTENCE 
Our first goal is to reformulate the model as a system of nonlinear Volterra integral equations. 
Then we show that its solution can be obtained by an iterative procedure. 
Theorem 1 
Let xi be a solution of the problem up to time T > 0. Then X, and P~ satisfy the system of integral 
equations (6, 7) on [0, T]. Conversely, if ~ and B~ are nonnegative continuous functions atisfying 
the system (6, 7) on [0, T] then, if x~ are defined by equations (5a, b) • + x [0, T], xi are solutions 
of the population problem up to time T. 
Proof. Define the following functions: 
P,~(h ) = x~(a ° + h, t ° + h ), 
Xi(h) = X~(t c' + h) 
and 
fi~(h) = pi(a ° + h, X(h)). 
It can be shown easily that the following relationship holds: 
d~,(h )/dh = 3x~/3a + ~xi/?t. 
The system can then be rewritten as a system of ordinary differential equations: 
dx,(h)/dh + fi,(h)~i(h) = O. 
Formally it can be solved by integration, to obtain 
If0 ] ~i(h) = ~,(0) exp - ~(s) ds , 
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which is the same as saying 
x~(a ° + h, t ° + h) = x~(a °, t °) exp - #~(s) ds . 
Now set a ° = a - t, t ° = O, h = t, for a /> t, and a ° = O, t ° = t - a, h = a, for a ~< t, to obtain 
fo x~(a, t) = x~(a - t, 0) exp - #~(a - t + s, X(s)) ds 
;0 = ~oi(a - t) exp - #i(a - t + s, X(s)) ds, a /> t, (5a) 
and 
fo x~(a, t) = x~(0, t - a) exp - ~(s, X(t - a + s)) ds fo 
= B~(t - a)  exp - #~(s, X(t - a + s)) ds, a <~ t. (5b) 
do 
An easy integration yields the total population sizes as well as the total birth rates. We are thus 
led to the following system of integral equations, for i = 1 . . . . .  N: 
;o ;0 X,(t)  = B,(u)K~(t -- u, t, X) du + ~pg(v)L,(v, t, X) dv (6) 
fo ;o Bi(t)  = B~(u)B~(t - u, X)K~(t - u, t, X) du + ~oi(u)Bi(t + v, X)L~(v, t, X) dr, (7) 
where 
~t K~(a, t, X) = exp - #,(r + t - ~, X(z)) dT 
-¢t 
and 
~0 t L~(v, t, X) = exp - pi(v + r, X(z)) dr. 
Conversely, given X~(t) and B~(t) continuous and positive, satisfying equations (6, 7) on [0, T], 
we can define xi(a, t) according to equation (1) on R + x [0, T]. Then x~(a, t) is nonnegative since 
~p and fl are; also, xi(O, t )=  Bi(t)  and xi(a, O)= ~p~(a). Moreover, x i (a  , t)C= Ll(~ +) since/~i, Bi and 
X~ are continuous and the initial condition belongs to LI(~+). Then equation (1) holds as well as 
equation (2), by using the definition of  xi (a  , l )  and the system (6, 7). Finally, from the definition 
of  x~(a, t), the partial derivatives exist and it follows that system (3) is satisfied. []  
We now use this result in the proof  of  the next theorem concerning local existence. 
Theorem 2 
There exists a T > 0 such that the model has a unique solution up to time T. 
Proof. Let 
~+[0, T] = {fec~[O, Tl : f>~ 0}. 
We solve the linear uncoupled part of  the system of Volterra equations to get the birth rates B~: 
B,(t)  = (~',(T, X))(t)), 
where the operator &(T, X) depends on X. We define the operator ~(T,  X) by substituting the ith 
component of  ~(T ,  X) into the r.h.s, of  the nonlinear part of  the system: 
f0 (~,(T, X)(t)) = (~',(T, X) (u) )K i ( t  - u, t, X) du + ~p,(v)Li(v, t,X) dv. 
The operators ~(T ,  X) and £r(T, X) map (~+[0, T]) N onto itself. I f  we show that they are 
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contractions, the result follows from the contraction mapping principle. To this end, let us consider 
the Banach space (U+[0, T]) u equipped with the supremum norm II " liT. Let r > 0 be chosen and 
let 
If; ? ] to = ~o~ (a) da . . . . .  ~oN(a) da 0 
and 
~x= {f  : f :(q~+ (O, T])N--+ ll~N, Il f -- to IIT < r}.  
We need to show that X(T ,  X) maps ZT onto itself and is a contraction. Consider the strip in 
R + x ~ given by 
f~= {(a ,X) :a  >~O, Xk >>.O, [IX--t0 I[ <~r, k = l . . . . .  N}.  
By assumption, the functions #i and fli are sufficiently nice so that the following quantities are 
well-defined: 
/~° = sup(#i(a, X): (a, X) ~ f~; i = 1 . . . . .  N); 
= suptff-~ita, X): (a ,X)~f2;  i , j  = 1 . . . . .  N ; 
fl° = sup(fl i(a, X): (a, X) el2; i = 1 . . . . .  N); 
/7' _ (e /7 , ,  ) = suPt~ta ,  X): (a, X) ~ ~; i , j  = 1 . . . . .  N . 
Now let X ~ f2. We have from equation (7), 
f, (~,(T, X)(t)) ~< 17 <; (~,(T,  X) (u) )du + ,B°to,. (8) do 
By Gronwal l 's  inequality it follows that 
(~i(  T, X)(t)) ~< fl° toiexp(fl'~t ).
Observe also that 
suplLi(v,  t, X) - l I ~< #°T  exp(/t°T).  
We have then, easily, that for T small enough: 
I (Xi(T,  X)(t)) - ~biI ~< toif l°T exp(f l°T)  + to iu°T exp(/~°T) ~< r. 
It follows that 
II X (T ,  X) ( t )  - to II ~ r, 
i.e. that X(T ,  X) maps ZT onto itself. 
Take now X', X"E ZT: 
fo I (X i (T ,X ' ) ( t ) ) - (X i (T ,X" ) ( t ) ) I<<.  Ig i ( t -u , t ,X ' ) -g i ( t -u , t ,X" ) l (~ i (T ,X ' ) (u ) )du  
IKi(t-u,t,×")l~i(r,×')(u))-(~icr, x")(u))ldu + q~i (v ) l L i (v , t ,X ' ) -L i (v , t ,X" ) ldv .  (9) 
By using the Taylor  formula we see that 
ILl(V, t, X')  - Li(v, t, X")l ~< N#'T  II X' - X" liT exp(2/x' T) (10) 
and 
Igi(t  - u, t, X')  - gi(t  - u, t, X")I ~< N#'  Z II X' - X" II-r exp(2/x' T). (11) 
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Now let 
m,(t) = ~i(T, X')(t) - ~'~(T, X") (t). 
From the definition of ~(T, X) we have: 
b f0 Imi(t)l= mi(u) f l i ( t -u ,X ' )K i ( t -u , t ,X" )du  +lf ( t ) l~<f l  ° Imi(u)[du+lf( t ) l .  
By Gronwall's inequality it follows that 
;o Im~(t)l ~< If(t)l +/3 ° If,(u)l exp[fl°(t - u)] du. (12) 
Now 
If(t) l  ~< ~p,(v)lfl,(X')L~(X') -- fl~(X")L~(X")l dv 
+ f/( f l , (T,  X")(u))lfl~(X')K~(X') - fl~(X")K,(X")l du. (13) 
The last term can be estimated using expression (1 1) to give a quantity which is majorized by 
O~NflOT exp(flOT)[fl, + flop, T exp(2#°T)] [I X' - X" liT. 
In the same way, using expression (10) the first term in expression (13) is majorized by 
O~N#'T exp (2p °T) [fl ° + (fl'/2)[] X' - X" liT] II x '  - x" liT. 
From expression (12) it then follows that 
Im~(t)l ~< Tk(T)II x '  - x "  liT. (14) 
For T small enough, Tk(T) < 1/3. Also, for T small enough, the r.h.s, of expressions (10) and (11) 
becomes maller than 1/3. Finally, from expressions (10), (11), (14) and (9) we have 
I (5f~(T, X')(t)) - (S(,(Z, X")(t))[ ~< 3Tk(T)II X' - X" lit 
and for T small, 3Tk(T) < 1. Since the above holds for every i, we finally obtain the required 
statement that 5f(T, X) is a contraction for T small enough. Its fixed point is the solution of the 
system (6, 7). 
4. BOUNDEDNESS 
We address now the question of global existence as well as the boundedness of the solutions. 
We begin by integrating equation (3) with respect o age: 
fo fo dXi/dt = fli(a, X) xi(a, t) da - #i(a, X)xi(a, t) da. (15) 
At this point we need to specify something more on the maternity and mortality functions, in that 
we assume them to be bounded above and below, respectively, in the whole orthant ~+ x (R+) u. 
Theorem 3 
Assume 
and 
b*=sup{fl,(a,X): a~>O, X j>~O, i , j= I , . . . ,N}  
m* = inf{p,(a, X): a >~0, Xj~> 0, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  N}. 
Then for 0 ~< t ~< T the populations and the densities grow at most as: 
X~(t) ~< O~exp[(b* - m*)t], 
fl,(t) <~ b*O, exp [(b* - m *)t]; 
(16a) 
(16b) 
(17a) 
(17b) 
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xi(a, t) <~ b*~iexp[ -m*a  + (b* - m*)t], a < t, (18a) 
xi(a, t) ~< II ~ II, exp( -m*a) ,  a > t. (18b) 
Proof. Equations (16a, b) imply that 
K~(~, t, X), L~(v, t, X) ~< exp( -  tm*) 
and the claims follow from equations (5a, b), (6), (15) and Gronwall's inequality. [] 
In the sphere S(R)  of radius R = max( [I X(0)II, II X ° II ), X ° to  be defined later, we can expand 
the functions /~i and Pi by Taylor's theorem up to a certain order P. 
The assumption we made in Section 2, namely, that ~;s are mortalities, translates in this context 
in the following consideration: 
The negative age-dependent coefficients in the Taylor expansions for the maternities 
and mortalities dominate the positive ones. 
Indeed the coefficients of the R '  monomials X~. . .  X k~ are functions of age, have a well-defined 
sign corresponding to the type of interactions among the species and are bounded for every a >~ O. 
We can thus rewrite the system as 
dX, /d t  = ~r , , , ( t )  X~' . . . XN 
where the sum is taken over the multiindex ct = (k~, k2, . . ,  ku) and where 
r/,~(t) = 71~)x~(a,t)da/[R'X~(t)B°],  
where 
and 
with 
B ° = sup(I y~)(a)l : a ~> O, X c S(R) )  
7~')(a) = d~7~/~X~(a) 
?~)(a) = O%/dX ' (a ,  cX) 
0 < c < I, for l a I = P, 7e being the difference fli - #i. 
Theorem 4 
The unit hypercube X ° is a positive invariant set for the system (15). 
Proof. Note that 
0 < tri.~(t)l < 1/R' ,  
~ri.~(t) < 1, 
for every t, the last sum being taken over the multiindex ~. Let now 
J ( i )  = {c¢ = (ki . . . . .  kN): r~,~(t) > 0}. 
Define the vectors 
(w, . , (X)) j=f , j (X~' . . .X~' - : . . .X~uu)(1-X, )X, ,  j= I , . . . ,N ,  
starting from Ict I -- P and then iterating the procedure up to let [ = O. At every such step also the 
coefficients get modified; we have 
where [~'1 ~<1~[. 
The solution X(t) of 
r~.~,(t) = ri,~,(t) + ri.~(t), 
~( = sgn (r ~,, (t)) w,,, (X) 
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is such that Xj(t)=Xj(0) for j : / : l ,  and Xi(t)---~O if sgn(rf,~(t))<0 while X~(t)---+I=X~ 
conversely. 
It turns out that in a neighborhood of t = 0, Xt(t) < max(Xt(0), X°). We can now replace system 
(15) by 
dXt/dt = ~wt.~(X)r~,~(t). (19) 
We finally observe that r~,0(t)< 0, since this condition is equivalent to 
~'rt.~(t ) <~ Ert,~(t), 
where the first sum is for ~ EJ(i), while in the second one ~ ¢ J( i), and this condition holds by 
assumption. Hence the solution of 
dXi/dt = sgn(r ~,o( t ) )Wt, o(X) Xi 
always tends to zero as time grows. 
An application of Lemma 1 of Ref. [4], which holds true also for v E R u, together with an iterated 
procedure, concludes the proof. [] 
5. EQUIL IBRIUM DISTRIBUTIONS AND THEIR STABILITY ANALYSIS 
The equilibrium distributions of the system are defined to be solutions which are time 
independent, i.e. 
xi(a, t) = xt(a) 
In this case equation (3) becomes 
dxi/da + pt(a, X)xt(a) = 0 
with 
Xt = x,(a) da 
and Xt(t) = X~. 
and 
(20) 
(21) 
Bt = xt(O) = fit(a, X)xt(a) da. (22) 
We can formally solve this system to obtain 
= xi(O) exp - .f~ pt(s, X) ds. (23) xt(a) 
The expressions for the total population sizes are then easily obtained: 
fo ;:fo 3(t = xt(O) exp - /at(s, X) ds da = B~ Mt(a,X) da, (24) 
with 
Mi(a, X) = exp - .If/~t (s, X) ds 
being the probability that an individual of the ith species urvives up to age a. The average number 
of offsprings of an individual is then 
Rt(X) = fit(a, X)Mt(a, X) da. 
From equation (22) it follows that 
R , (X)=I ,  i= l  . . . . .  N, (25) 
and in turn this condition implies equation (22). In summary we have the following theorem. 
C.A.M.W.A. 13/9-11--L 
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Theorem 5 
Equation (25) is the necessary and sufficient condition for existence of the equilibrium age 
distribution, 
x*(a) = B* m~(a, X*) 
with 
/f0 B* = X*  M,.(a, X*) da. 
We consider now a perturbation of this equilibrium. Let 
xi(a , t) = x*(a) + yi(a, t) 
and 
x , ( t )  = x*  + Y~(t). 
It follows from equations (3) and (4) that 
63yi g3y i 
O~ + -~- +/.t~(a, X*)y~(a, t) + A,(a, t )(x* + y,) = O. 
Also, 
and 
with 
(26) 
Yi(t) = y~(a, t) da (27) 
y,(0, t) = f l , (a,X*)yi(a,t)da+~Yj(t)K~j+Z~(t),  q~(a,O)-xi*(a)=ni(a), 
J 
(28) 
Kij= V(i, j)(a)x*(a)da, 
;j fo Z,(t) = Yi(t) ~, V(i,j)(a)y~(a, t) da + ~ W(i,j,  k)(a, X* + Yq)[x* (a) + ye(a, t)] da, J ' j,k 
A~(a, t)  = 
Q( i , j ,k ) (a ,p)= 
E( i , j ) (a)  = 
V(i,j)(a) = 
W(i,j, k)(a, p) = 
Here and in what follows the sums are always meant for j, k = 1 . . . . .  N. Note that A~(a, t) and 
Z~ are quantities of second order in yi, Y,.. Also, W(i,j, k)(a, p) and Q(i,j, k)(a, p) are assumed 
to be o( Ilpll -~) uniformly with a--*0. We study the linearized system 
Oy~ Oyi 
'~  + ~a ÷ Di(a)yi(a, t) + ~ Eo.(a)x*(a) Yj(t) = 0 
J 
Y~(t) = yi(a, t) da (29) 
y,(O, t) = B~(a, X*)y~(a, t) da + 2 Yj(t)Kij, 
J 
Q (i,j, k)(a,X* + zY) ~ Ykx* + ~ E(i,j)(a)Yjyi(a, t), 
Lk ) 
(O 2#,/OXj OXk) (a, p), 
(O#i/OXj) (a, X*), 
(c3fl~/c3Xj) (a, X*), 
(~32fl,/dXjOX~)(a, p) 0 < q, z < 1. 
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where for simplicity we set 
Di(a) = #i(a, X*). 
We look for solutions in separated form: 
yi(a, t) =gi(a)exp(ct) ,  i = 1 . . . . .  N; 
gi, c both complex. From system (29) we obtain 
dg~/da + [c + Di(a)]gi(a) + ~ Eij(a)x* (a) Gj = 0 
J 
Gi = g~(a) da (30) 
f0 g~(0) = ~i(a, X*)g~(a) da + ~ @Kej. J 
After integration the following homogeneous system is easily obtained, in the 2N unknowns Gi 
and g~(0): 
fo + ~ Gj ~(a, X*) E~j(w)x*(w) exp - [(a - -w)c]M~ (w, a) dw da - ~, GjK~j = 0, J ' dO J 
- g~(0) exp - (ca) M2(a) da 
+a i -~Gj  E i j (w)x* (w)exp- [ (a  -w)c ]M2(w,a)dwda =0,  
j 
where M2(a) = Mi(a, X*) and M?(s, a) = M2(a)/M?(s) .  
We have now the following result. 
Theorem 6 
I f  the determinant A(c) of the system (31) has no roots with positive real part, then for suitable 
m ° and initial condition • the solution as t - - *~ satisfies 
II X(t) - X* II = O(exp - (m°t)) (32) 
Ilx(a, t) - x*(a)II = O (exp - (m°t)). (33) 
Proof We solve formally equations (26)-(28) to obtain, for a > t, 
;0' y~(a, t) = M?(a - t, a)ni(a) + M[(a  - t + s, a)A~(a - t + s, s) ds 
-~.  M~[(a - t+s ,a )E i j (a - t+s)x i * (a - t+s)Y i ( s )ds  (34) 
and for a < t, letting bi(t) = y~(O, t), 
y~(a, t) = M~(a)b,(t - a) + M~(z + a - t, a)A~(z + a - t, z) dz 
- -a 
- -~ -aM~(z  +a- t 'a )E i j ( z  +a- t )x~*(z  +a- t )Y j ( t )dz"  (35) 
Upon integration with respect o age, we easily obtain the system 
f0 Hv( t )  + K(t - s)v(s) ds = f(t) (36) 
(31) 
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v(t) = (Y,(t)  . . . . .  YN(t), b,(t)  . . . . .  bu(t)) 
/0 f0; f ( t )=  M?(s ,s  + t)ni(s + t )ds  + M?(s ,s  + t - z )A i (s ,s  + t - z )ds  dz 
fu+~(t )=Z, ( t )+ fl~(s +t ,X* )M~(s ,s  +t)n~(s + t )ds  
fofo + M2(s ,s  + t - z )A i ( s , z )B i ( s  + t - z ,X* )ds  dz 
while, for i, j = 1 . . . . .  N, 
and 
Hi j  = (}i j ,  
HN+ i , /= --  K j  q- ~i+ N,N ~-j, 
Kij(t) = M; (s ,  s + t) Ei j (s)x*(s) ds, 
Ki N+Jt) = -- 6i/M,~(t), 
KN+ij(t) = fli(S + t, X*)M?(s, s + t)Ei j (s)x*(s)  ds 
Ku+,.N+j(t) = -- 6ijfli(t, X*)M~(t). 
Observe that M~(a)  has at most an exponential growth and since Eij and the maternity function 
are bounded above, the Laplace transform of the system of integral equations exists for 
Re(p) > - D*, with 
D*=- in f (D i (a ) :  a />0,  i= l  . . . . .  N). 
It is also easily seen that the condition 
det (H + I((p)) = 0 
coincides with system (31). Hence it has no solutions with Re(p)>0.  For p---~ ~ and 
Re(p)>-D* ,  det (H+I~(p) ) - - ,1 .  There exists then a positive constant m such that 
det (H+I~(p) )  has no zeros with Re(p)>-m.  Hence H+I~ has an analytic inverse in 
Re(p)  > -m.  Since Rij(p)---~O as p---, ~ ,  the inverse has the form 
H -~ + J (p)  
with J (p )  analytic in Re(p)> -m and J~j(p)---~ 0 as p---, ~ .  Also, 
J (p )  = J°/p + O(p-2); 
J° is a constant matrix and we can invert it to obtain 
J(t) = (2re) -1 exp[t(iz - m)] J ( iz  - m) dz 
--oc 
with 
The solution of system (36) is 
IJ.~j(t)l ~< const exp( -mt) .  
~0 t v(t) = H- i f ( t )  + J(t - s )  f (s )ds .  
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We proceed now to estimate Ilvl12 and ILY(., t)ll,, as done in Ref. [1]. It is easily seen that 
Ilfll2~<Ct I ln l l~exp( - tO*)+ I lAe( . , z ) l l l exp[ -D*( t - z ) ]dz  +llZll2 • 
It then follows, using propert ies of  the convolut ion,  that 
[ ; ] Ilvl12~ C2 Nnllt exp( - /O* )+ tlZN2+ exp[ -m(t  -s)][ l lA,( . ,s) l l~+ [IZll2]ds 
and 
[y i (a , t ) lda<C31[n l l l exp( -D*t )+C4 exp[ -D*( t - z ) ] [ l lZ l l2+l lA , ( . , z )Ht ]dz .  
Let now 1 >e >0.  We can find a 6 ' (e )  <e  such that if Iiv112 < 6', 
IW( i , j , k ) l ,  [Q(i,j,k)l<<,e Ilv112. 
It follows at once that 
II Ai(.,  t)Ill, II Z 112 -< C5[11 v 112 IIY( . ,  t)II, + e II v 112] = Csa(t)  
with 
Also, we obtain 
tr(t) = IlYi(., t)ll~ + IIv 112. 
E ;0 ] 0"(t) ~ C 6 exp( -D*t )  Ilnlll + 2e exp[ -D*( t - s ) ]a (s )ds  
and by Gronwal l ' s  inequality for 0 ~< t < T, we then have 
tr(t) ~< K exp( -  D*t  + 2KEt)II n II, = K II n II, exp( -m °t). 
Let now 
6 = min (6'  (e), 6 '  (E)/K). 
The result on a(t)  implies 
II Y(0)112 ~< II v(0)112 ~ & 
By i terat ion on intervals of  length Twe obtain ]1 v(t) [h < 6 for every t > 0, if  the initial data  satisfies 
II n II, < 6. Equat ion (32) then follows from the above estimates, of  which equat ion (33) is also a 
consequence if we use equations (34) and (35). [ ]  
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